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Task A. /i/ 
bee, see, knee, key, ski, we, tea 

mean, seen, lean, bean 

meal, seal, feel, peel 

team, seem 

each, reach, beach, peach 

peace, niece 

these, squeeze, knees, please,  

believe, receive 

 

need to believe 

need to receive 

need a team 

need to be seen 

I want tea.  

I want beans.  

I want the key. 

 

Task B. /ɪ/ 
it, fit, quit, bit, sit, knit 

lid, skid, bid, hid 

give, live 

bill, still, pill, will 

him, rim, Tim 

itch, rich, pitch, stitch 

stick, kick, lick, flick 

kiss, bliss, hiss, miss 

dish, wish 

 

his wish 

will kick 

will kiss 

will itch 

Sit still. 

It fits. 

It's big. 

Tim hid it. 

Give it to William. 
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Task C. /eɪ/ 
may, day, pay, say, okay, weigh 

made, paid, played 

save, behave, gave, wave 

same, blame, game, name 

take, make, break, Jake 

age, cage, stage 

ate, late, rate, wait, fate 

 

a day in May 

the same age 

ate cake 

play all day 

gave a name 

say okay 

Jake is late. 

 

Task D. /ɛ/ 
bed, red, said, Ted, head, bread, led 

get, bet, met, wet 

pen, hen, Ben, men, when 

bell, fell, well 

yes, guess 

test, best, rest, guest, nest 

end, friend, lend, bend, blend 

death, weather 

 

the best test 

the best bread 

best friends 

blend well 

lend a pen 

Get some rest. 

Ben fell. 

Yes, it’s red. 
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Task E. /æ/ 

bat, cat, that, fat, rat, sat 

bad, mad, sad, glad 

back, rack, sack 

mass, pass, class, glass 

past, fast, last  

bag, wag 

laugh, half, calf 

man, fan, pan, plan, land, stand 

 

have a pan 

have a plan 

stand in back 

a fat cat 

a bad man 

laughs and laughs 

half the calves 

The man was mad. 

The cat sat. 

 

Task F. /i, ɪ/ - Minimal Pairs 
Round 1: Can you hear the difference? Respond appropriately. 

Round 2: Can others understand what you mean? 

 

1. (Feel/Fill) the bottle. 

a) Why? Is it sticky? 

b) With tap water? 

 

2. Don’t (sleep/slip). 

a) I won’t. I’m not tired. 

b) I’ll be careful. I’ll walk slowly. 

 

3. They sell different (meats/mitts). 

a) Oh, but I’m a vegetarian. 

b) You mean for baseball? 
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4. That’s a good (peach/pitch). 

a) Yeah. All these peaches are nice and ripe. 

b) Yeah. He has a good arm. 

 

5. It’s (steel/still). 

a) I thought it was aluminum.  

b) No, it’s moving. 

 

Task G. /ɪ, ɛ/  
1. The kid hid under the bed. 

2. My best friend Liz lives in the city. 

3. Jim said to use a red pen. 

4. This is a big mess. 

5. Do these fit your feet? 

 

Task H. /eɪ, ɛ/ - Minimal Pairs 
Round 1: Can you hear the difference? Respond appropriately. 

Round 2: Can others understand what you mean? 

 

1. Don’t make them (wait/wet). 

a) I won’t. I’ll be quick.   

b) It’s okay. They’ll dry quickly. 

 

2. She (laid/led) them there. 

a) Why didn’t she put the papers away in her desk?  

b) Why did they follow her? 

 

3. Look at the (whale/well)! 

a) It’s an orca. You can tell by its black and white colors. 

b) Yes. There’s no water in it anymore, but people throw in coins to make wishes. 

 

4. Can I (taste/test) it? 

a) Sure. Tell me if it needs more salt.   

b) They’ll let you take the car for a drive, but you need to show them your license. 

 

5. You need to add some (paper/pepper). 

a) Oh. That’s why the printer isn’t working.  

b) I didn’t want to make it too spicy. 
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Task I. /ɛ, æ/  

1. Seth is glad that Sam said yes. 

2. Have you met Ben and Jen? They spent the past ten years in Japan. 

3. Wes is going back to Amsterdam next month. 

4. Pam has a red sweatshirt. 

5. Let’s put our heads together and plan. 

 

Task J.  - Minimal Pairs 
Say one word from each line. Use the numbers to identify the word you hear. 

Round 1: Can you hear the difference? Identify what your teacher says. 

Round 2: Can others understand what you mean? Say the word and your teacher or 

classmates will identify what they hear. 

1/i/  2/ɪ/  3/eɪ/  4/ɛ/  5/æ/ 

heat  hit    hate  -  hat 

beat  bit  bait  bet  bat 

eat  it  ate  -   at 

seat  sit  -   set  sat 

keep  -  cape  -   cap 

wheat  wit  wait  wet  - 

deem  dim  dame  -   dam 

read  rid  raid  red  rad (slang) 

deed  did  -  dead  dad 

sleet  slit  slate  -  slat 

feet  fit  fate  -   fat 

feed  -   fade  fed  fad 

-   nip  nape  -  nap 

sleep  slip  -   -  slap 

-  pin  pain  pen  pan 

bean  bin  bane  Ben  ban 

seen  sin  sane  -   -  

meat  mitt  mate  met  mat 
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